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Editor’s Note – Summer 2018-19
Posted on January 8, 2019 by admin

Welcome to the Summer Edition and HAPPY NEW YEAR!
2018 has come and gone in record time (again) and what a year we had! My grandmother used to
say “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger” and I could not think of a better way to describe the
last 12 months in Australian life insurance.
The Financial Services Council (FSC), the Life Insurance Framework (LIF) and of course the Royal
Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry have
compelled our industry to review every aspect of our respective business operations. While
watching one ill-fated event unfold in granular detail after another at the RC hearings, it was
hard not to feel somewhat deﬂated. “How did it come to this?” I asked myself on several
occasions. Like many of you who are passionate about the enormous value our purpose-driven
industry brings to everyday Australians, I found the imbalance frustrating and yet the cases
prosecuted at the RC left no doubt that we can do much better.
There is no doubt that the Australian life insurance industry sustained reputational damage in
2018 and for that reason, I see 2019 as a genuine opportunity to start with a clean slate, embrace
the changes to come and demonstrate our true value to the Australian public.

Since RiskeBusiness became an online publication a couple of years ago, analytical data reveals
that our readership has grown exponentially. Sure the online presence expands audience reach
however the real success of ReB is primarily a result of quality articles and papers by our ALUCA
members and sponsors. I believe that we can take ReB to another level in 2019! To achieve this, I
am looking to assemble a small working group of claims and/or underwriting professionals who
are well connected in the life industry, can spare 15 to 30 minutes twice quarterly but most
importantly….. have a genuine passion for ReB’s evolution. If this opportunity appeals to you,
please send an expression of interest to the ALUCA Secretariat secretariatofﬁcer@aluca.com
Speaking of getting involved and making a difference, have you completed the ALUCA’s 2018/9
Annual Member Survey yet?This survey is to better help ALUCA understand members’ challenges,
needs and thoughts about ALUCA as we plan for 2019. The ALUCA Board and I would really
appreciate a 5-10 minute investment of your time to tell us what you think. Please click here to
access the survey
I hope you really enjoy this Summer Edition of RiskeBusiness and may 2019 be your best ever
year!
Cheers
Michael Reid
ReB Editor
Michael.Reid@aia.com

Comment and discuss this article with other industry professionals in the ALUCA Linked-In group
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CEO Corner – Summer 2018-19
Posted on January 8, 2019 by admin

Happy New Year! Hope you and your loved ones have all enjoyed a wonderful Christmas lled
with much love, laughter and joy and here’s to a great 2019.
Welcome to the summer edition of ReB. We live in interesting times or in the words of Robert
Kennedy “All of us might wish at times that we lived in a more tranquil world, but we don’t. And if
our times are difﬁcult and perplexing, so are they challenging and ﬁlled with opportunity.” This
sentiment was echoed in many of the talks that I attended at the ALUCA end of year events in
both WA and NSW. In NSW members enjoyed a timely session on resilience with former Wallaby
legend David Campese. The event was opened by Andrew Gill, Managing Director at Paciﬁc Life
Re as well as ALUCA’s Chair and NSW Chair. They each talked about the challenges the industry
has faced throughout 2018 and the need for us all to continue with a strong customer focus,
renewing the community’s attention on the social and economic good that the life insurance
industry provides.
This is something important for us all to reﬂect on as we move into 2019 as well as the critical
importance of the ongoing education and professionalism of the industry. ALUCA’s Life Insurance
Competency framework and Certiﬁed Professional Life Insurance (CPLI) program helps in this
regard by setting a strong benchmark for professional standards for Life Insurance Underwriting,

Claims and Rehabilitation professionals and enables ALUCA and its members to respond to the
changing landscape of our industry.
I’m pleased to share that work has continued on ALUCA’s Life Insurance Competency framework,
led by life member Tony O’Leary, to ensure it remains up to date and relevant (along with the
CPLI program) for professional Underwriting, Claims and Rehabilitation professionals working in
Life Insurance. As a members’ association run by members for members, we have not only ﬁrst
hand, inside insights into the issues facing our industry every day, but understand the
professional development needs of those within it. Make 2019 the year that you invest in your
professionalism and ongoing education by becoming an accredited ALUCA member who can be
proud to use the post-nominal’s, Certiﬁed Professional Life Insurance (CPLI) that shows your
commitment to your continuous professional development.
Other important news is that a working party in respect of the Life Insurance underwriting and
claims considerations coming out of the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry is being set up and chaired by Tony O’Leary, Life
Member of ALUCA. The Royal Commission is due to hand down its report by 1 February 2019 thus
the bulk of the Working Party’s tasks will need to be performed in February 2019. You can read
more about this in this edition of ReB.
I’d like to take this opportunity to provide a heartfelt thanks to all of our hardworking and
dedicated volunteers who are central to the ongoing success of ALUCA. I’d also like to thank our
sponsors for their ongoing support and each and everyone of you for taking time out of your busy
lives to be part of ALUCA in 2018 whether that was attending a state seminar, national Awards
night, national conference, Leadership or Medical Forum, becoming accredited , reading ReB,
attending a webinar, submitting a scholarship paper , taking part in our research and showing
your support for your member industry association. Thank you.
Once again I’d like to wish you and your loved ones a very happy 2019.
Warmest wishes,
Amanda McKernan
ALUCA CEO
ceo@aluca.com.au

PS Don’t forget to renew your ALUCA membership for 2019 due on Jan 1st, 2019!

Comment and discuss this article with other industry professionals in the ALUCA Linked-In group
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modernising ALUCA’s footprint and delivering to the professional development needs of our
members via ALUCA’s life insurance competency framework, accreditation and educational events,
seminars and content.
Let me also echo our CEO’s thanks to our sponsors for their ongoing support of ALUCA, which
enables us to provide such tangible value to our members. I enjoyed catching up with many of
them and members at ALUCA’s Australia-wide end of year events in QLD, SA, VIC and NSW all
with an impressive line up of speakers.
It was a real pleasure to be part of the ALUCA TurksLegal LIFT ( Life Insurance Future Thinking)
Round Table event last November hosted by TurksLegal on “”Mental Health: Working together to
build better outcomes” with many LIFT alumni attending. By way of background LIFT consists of
past winners and runners up of the ALUCA TurksLegal scholarship. The Round Table event was a
highly productive meeting and we look forward to sharing this paper with you shortly.
As we take stock of the year ahead there’s never been a more important time to be on the front
foot and step up to an accredited ALUCA membership that clearly demonstrates your ongoing
commitment to continuous professional development, providing our customers peace of mind
that they are dealing with an experienced professional. Like me I am sure you are all proud of
your qualiﬁcations, technical knowledge and understanding of our life insurance discipline and
the hours spent securing formal qualiﬁcations, hours spent at ALUCA and other industry seminars,
and the new things you learn daily from colleagues and peers across the industry. So make 2019
the year you become an ALUCA accredited Certiﬁed Professional Life Insurance (CPLI) member
Finally a reminder that ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Award nominations are now open. I
very much hope you can join us in Melbourne on May 22nd for ALUCA’s Awards night to celebrate
the value that great Life Insurance claims, rehabilitation and underwriting create.
As always I welcome your feedback and comments at any time and look forward to seeing you at
a future ALUCA event. Please feel free to contact me on chair@aluca.com
Best regards,
Jim Welsh
ALUCA Board Chair
Jim_Welsh@amp.com.au

Comment and discuss this article with other industry professionals in the ALUCA Linked-In group

New Board Member introductions
Posted on December 28, 2018 by admin

ALUCA has 9 member elected board members. These include the Chair, Deputy Chair,
Treasurer and Board Secretary roles. We are delighted to welcome Dr Matthew Paul
and Mark Raeberger to the board. All Board members and their portfolios are featured
below.

Jim Welsh, ALUCA Chair, AMP
Jim is delighted to have been re-elected on to ALUCA’s Board for a remaining term as ALUCA’s
Chair. Jim is passionate about our industry and the people in it and is a strong advocate for the
positive difference our people and industry make to the lives of our customers.
The last two years have been a period of unprecedented growth for ALUCA, which has seen record
levels for each of the following – membership, attendance at local seminars, attendance at our
biennial conference as well as sponsor support. In addition to this, we have delivered to many of
our members’ needs including the capability framework underpinning our professional
accreditation program, the ALUCA Awards, a new website supporting webinar functionality and
increased diversity and accessibility of professional development content, all whilst improving
the long-term sustainability of the association.
Jim’s priorities as ALUCA Chair for 2019 and beyond include continuing to ensure that ALUCA
meets the needs of our members and stakeholders, growing the awareness and commitment of
the industry around ALUCA’s Life Insurance competency framework and accreditation, delivering

the remaining components of the 2020 Strategy, assisting in the development of the 2025
Strategy, and ensuring that ALUCA’s governance model is best practice, including succession
planning for all parts of ALUCA.

Devi Uka, Deputy Chair ,TAL
Devi is deeply honoured to be re-elected to ALUCA’s Board and voted back in as the Deputy Chair
so she can continue working on the ongoing education and professionalism of ALUCA members
and our industry. She has driven ALUCA’s accreditation program and Life Insurance Competency
Framework along with the endorsement of trainee programs.
She brings over three decades of life insurance experience working in ANZ with a strong technical
background in Underwriting and training and development. Now a senior Life Insurance training
and quality assurance professional with a strong technical background in underwriting and
training and development.
Devi believes strongly in giving back to the industry and is passionate about delivering on
professional development for underwriting and claims professionals. She was the previous
President of the senior Underwriters Forum in Sydney and has been an ALUCA Board member for
4 years and the Deputy Chair since 2016. Prior to this she was also part of ALUCA’s conference
organising committees.
Devi’s priorities as ALUCA Deputy-Chair for 2019 and beyond include continuing to drive ALUCA’s
strategic education pillar which includes ALUCA’s life insurance capability framework, accredited
membership and CPD program and broadening the education portfolio whilst continuing to
grow ALUCA as a leading member industry body that educates, develops and connects its
members.

TBC, ALUCA Board Treasurer
We currently have 2 nominations for the Board Treasurer role – both are qualiﬁed Accountants
and both are great candidates. The Board will vote on this before the next Board meeting on Jan
31st – watch this space!

Chantelle Everett, ALUCA Board Secretary, TAL
Chantelle is thrilled to be voted back on to ALUCA’s Board as the ALUCA Board Secretary the role
she has held for the last 2 years. She brings to ALUCA’s Board relevant insurance claims and
leadership experience within the Direct, Group & Retail channels.
In addition to her experience supporting ALUCA’s sub-groups for the last 4 years to deliver
exceptional member value that has culminated in ALUCA achieving our highest membership
levels to date.
During her 7+ years employment with TAL she has held numerous leadership roles within claims
including Head of Claims within the Direct & Retail channels and Claims operations. Along with
being responsible for the operational and ﬁnancial performance of the departments under her
remit, she is also responsible for the creation of 5 Melbourne based claims teams from inception,
3 for Direct & 2 for Group, and continues to work across all claims channels within TAL leading
various innovation initiatives. Her challenger spirit and passion for our industry and people
results in a vibrant approach to her roles both with TAL and the ALUCA board.
Chantelle’s priorities as ALUCA Board Secretary for 2019 and beyond include ensuring that
ALUCA’s governance model is best practice, continuing to support ALUCA’s Sub-Groups whilst
mentoring her successor into this role – and driving the strategic member engagement pillar
that underpins the member value proposition.

Carly Van den Akker, Board Director, SWISS RE
Carly’s thrilled to have been voted back on to ALUCA’s Board so she can continue the active Board
role she’s played over the past 2 years. Working with ALUCA’s sponsors and members, promoting
ALUCA’s value proposition and deepening the reach of our vision to educate, develop and connect

members is not only rewarding but has helped in driving record levels of membership growth
plus the delivery of the highest number of ALUCA education sessions.
Carly’s worked in the personal injury insurance industry for 15 years and is currently the Claims
Services Manager at Swiss Re. She’s nearing completion of her MBA and is a strong believer in
ongoing professional development.
Carly is deeply passionate about the ‘good’ that our industry does – particularly for our customers
in their greatest time of need. In 2015 she drafted a proposal for ALUCA to consider the formation
of a Rehabilitation Sub-Group. Three years on, this group is one of the fasted growing groups,
collaborating across companies to produce content and resources for the beneﬁt of the wider life
insurance industry. In 2018, she represented the Board on the inaugural ALUCA Life Insurance
Awards organizing committee – celebrating the contribution of teams and individuals to
delivering excellence in Service and innovation to our customers.
Moving forward Carly is excited to work with Mary on the 2020 Conference portfolio to help
progress the momentum of ALUCA’s member and sponsor value proposition to ensure we
continue to drive growth and deliver industry-leading content, accreditation and value. Carly will
also continue to support and help drive the strategic sponsor and stakeholder engagement pillar.

Mary Sinclair-Porter, Board Director, ZURICH
Mary relishes the opportunity to continue the work that she has been doing as an ALUCA Board
Director for the last 2 years – driving the biennial conference portfolio. She’s thrilled to be voted
back in for a subsequent period to manage and deliver the 2020 biennial conference and
delivering a member industry conference that we can all be proud of.
Conferences are a huge passion of Mary’s having been part of ALUCA’s conference committee for
the last 4 years, the latter 2 being part of the Board. She gained valuable conference experience
sitting on the committee for LUCID, the UK’s premier underwriting and claims conference.
Mary is the National Underwriting Manager at Zurich Life. She has also worked in the UK with a
lengthy career in ﬁnancial services including 24 years with the country’s largest protection
provider, Legal & General, playing a key role in implementing change throughout that time.
Mary’s a strong supporter of peer group networking and learning for underwriting professionals,

having been involved in a volunteer capacity for a number of groups, including chairing and
being a member of the UK underwriting forum Select74.
Moving forward Mary is excited to work with Carly on the 2020 Conference portfolio to help
progress the momentum of ALUCA’s member and sponsor value proposition to ensure we
continue to drive growth and deliver industry-leading content, accreditation and value. Mary will
also continue to support and help drive the strategic member engagement pillar that underpins
the member value proposition.

Amanda Stow, Board Director, OnePath
Amanda has been in the life insurance Industry for 15 years, working in both underwriting and
coaching roles as well as being involved in the enhancement of underwriting rules engines. She
is currently a Principal Underwriter with ANZ’s OnePath, having previously worked for MLC.
Amanda was ALUCA’s Victoria Chair from 2010 to 2016, prior to joining ALUCA’s Board in
November, 2016. As a Board member Amanda worked on ALUCA’s inaugural ALUCA Life Insurance
Awards organizing committee and helped drive the strategic governance of ALUCA
Moving forward Amanda will now be the Board member who heads the ALUCA Life Insurance
Awards Night organizing committee to ensure that the Awards night continues to celebrate the
contribution of teams and individuals to delivering excellence in Service and innovation to our
customers.

NEW ALUCA BOARD MEMBERS

Dr Matthew Paul, New Board Director, MunichRE
Matt is the Chief Medical Ofﬁcer (CMO) at MunichRe and an experienced Occupational and
Environmental Physician with more than 20 years clinical experience. Matt brings to ALUCA broad
insurance industry experience in addition to Life insurance experience. He feels very strongly
about giving back to the life insurance industry.
Former roles have included both direct and reinsurance CMO roles at Zurich Financial Services,
Macquarie Life, MetLife (Australia) and SCOR Global Life (Australia) and was clinical director and
member of the strategy and innovation team at Medibank Health Solutions.
Moving forward Matt will now be the Board member who helps to drive the strategic thought
leadership of ALUCA, whilst sitting on the education committee, assisting with the Medical Forum
and helping guide ALUCA’s high tech future.

Mark Raeberger, New Board Director, Metlife
Mark is the Chief Claims Ofﬁcer at Metlife and prior to that was the Head of Claims Specialist
Services for AMP. He has also run his own business in physiotherapy and rehabilitation, gaining
valuable ﬁnancial management, marketing and sales experience as well as board reporting.
Mark feels he will provide a positive contribution to ALUCA with his broad industry experience in
addition to leadership and claims management experience.
Mark is passionate about developing cultures and has delivered numerous complex change
strategies with a deep understanding of customer issues and is able to implement strategies to

Mark feels he will provide a positive contribution to ALUCA with his broad industry experience in
addition to leadership and claims management experience.
Mark is passionate about developing cultures and has delivered numerous complex change
strategies with a deep understanding of customer issues and is able to implement strategies to
inﬂuence positive outcomes. He also has a strong governance focus and will ensure this
continues in his role at ALUCA. He is looking forward to giving back to the industry and making a
positive contribution to ALUCA and its members.
Moving forward Mark will now be the Board member who helps to drive ALUCA’s industry
representation with ALUCA’s CEO and Chair. He will also be the Board member who helps drive
the content and thought leadership of ReB with the ReB editor and looking at potential white
papers.

Sub Group Updates – Summer 2018-19
Posted on December 28, 2018 by admin

ALUCA REHABILITATION GROUP
The National ALUCA Biennial Conference was held in Tasmania from 11th October to 13th
October 2018 at the Hotel Grand Chancellor, Hobart with the core theme being “Innov18 – Life
Changing”. It was great to see a large presence of rehabilitation professionals being represented
across the industry. There was a combination of plenary and concurrent sessions delivered by
expert guest speakers on exciting, innovative and relevant content about the life insurance
industry undergoing a period of unprecedented change driven by the Royal Commission review
and new technology, a renewed focus on customer centricity and rebuilding the community’s
attention on the social and economic good that that the life insurance industry provides.
Rehabilitation was a key focus throughout the event with one of the many highlights being a
panel debate on Life Insurers funding treatment “options for greater involvement by Private
Sector Life Insurers in Worker Rehabilitation.” It was one of the largest attended Biennial events
and feedback received was overwhelmingly positive. Thank you to all those that supported the
events and we look forward to seeing a much stronger and growing presence of rehabilitation
professionals at our next Biennial event at the Gold Coast in 2020.

Expressions of interests were sought for the ALUCA Rehab Subgroup members for 2019. Our new
committee came into effect 1 January 2019. Congratulations to the ALUCA subgroup Members of
2019 which will be represented by our new chair Kim Phan (AMP), Vice Chair Josh Agar (MLC),
Treasurer Trent McCormick (AMP), Communications Lead Amlan Sharma (AMP), NSW Committee
Members Ben Crawley (BT), Karen Robertson (AIA), Swetha Purba (TAL), Dr Newman Harris (RGA),
VIC Committee Members Joanna Else (MLC), Tom Notley (Superfriend), Rachael Wiseman (AMP),
and QLD Committee Member Tamlyn Faulkner (QSuper).
I would like to acknowledge and extend my thanks to those members who will not continue in
2019.
Our Chair Jen Jackson (CommInsure),
Vice Chair Lena Kesoglou (MLC)
Nick Boyle (MunichRe)
Jen, Lena and Nick have made invaluable contributions to the ALUCA Rehabilitation Subgroup
over the last 3 years and their expertise will be greatly missed.
The TPD working group has been rejuvenated for 2019. This team will be represented by our
continuing members TPD Lead Lena Kesoglou (MLC), Linda Winterbottom (RGA), Alicia Gibbs
(OnePath), Sumit Verma (TAL), Joanna Gregoriou (BT) and Margaret Black (formally University of
Sydney). We welcome our new members Eleni Katsoulis (MLC), Tim Hulme (CommInsure), Sarah
Gatenby (QSuper), Michael Deville (TAL), Stefanie Rugiano (AIA) and Nick Boyle (Munich Re). The
TPD working group is looking to undertake further work on areas related to Employability
Assessments in 2019.
As noted throughout 2018, the Rehab Working Group have been collaborating across insurers,
reinsurers and rehabilitation providers to develop a position statement to help drive best practice
in occupational rehabilitation in life insurance. Feedback and comments have been received and
the position statement is in its ﬁnal version and we are looking forward to publishing the ﬁnal
version on the ALUCA website in early 2019.
We wish you a very Happy New Year and look forward to sharing knowledge, ideas and
collaborating with you all in 2019.
Amlan Sharma
Communications Lead

ALUCA QUEENSLAND

ALUCA QLD wish all its colleagues around Australia a very healthy and happy New Year.
We celebrated the festive season on Friday November 30 at South Beach Social on the banks of
the Brisbane river with over 70 people in attendance.

We saw a change of pace with our ﬁnal speaker of 2018 in Matt Griggs, former pro-surfer now
seasoned mind and high-performance coach. Having worked closely with high performers such as
world surﬁng champions Mick Fanning and Stephanie Gilmour, his message centres around the
importance of:
‘Clearing the mind, energising the body, and optimising performance’
He spoke passionately about quietening the ‘noise’, paying attention and being present in
everything we do, and is a devotee of the Keelee meditation practice. It was a thought-provoking
session as we wrapped up a bustling 2018 full of intense movement within the industry.

With three successful seminars in 2018, totaling 220 attendees, we look forward to working with
our QLD colleagues and the broader ALUCA community in 2019.
Jody O’Sullivan
Secretary

ALUCA VICTORIA
Wasn’t 2018 a fabulous year? There was a lot going on (Royal
Commission) but then you think about all the great work we have done
in 2018, all the activity and effort and fabulous events and you realise
the wheel keeps turning and we keep making this industry a bigger and
brighter place to be. This is mostly down to all the fabulous people who
work in our industry and who support organisations like ALUCA to
promote excellence in Life Insurance.
The ALUCA Victoria committee had a busy 2018. Busy both in terms of
events and in terms of moving and a shaking. Over the course of the year
the committee has seen a few changes. Suzanne Whyte has plumped up
the cushions on the Chair and Peter Murray has settled comfortably into
his Vice-Chair role. Andrea Freeland is doing a stellar job as our new
secretary and we have also snagged two fabulous fresh recruits, Stephanie Catalucci (MLC) and
Gus Carﬁ (SuperPartners), who are already making a great impression.

So what did the committee get upto in 2018?
In April we saw the ALUCA VIC/ CMG joint legal
session which talked about TPD – both the
challenges of assessment and the issues with
gaps in case law. Held at the AMP building this
was a great event for anyone interested in the
intricacies of case law around TPD. Very pertinent
to both our legal and claims colleagues but also
noteworthy for the underwriters.
The ALUCA VIC mid-year event saw the fabulous Bill Monday present on organ and stem cell
transplantation and the bio-printing of organs at the Eureka Tower in July. Bill is also a strong
speaker and the venue and topic helped put the icing on the cake.
The September event had Peter Tilocca
introducing the amazing work that has been done
at OnePath to lift up the hood on underwriting by
using data and analytics. Speaking at the Rialto
Tower Peter created quite a stir and a ﬂurry of
questions about the impact of data analytics on
insurance. What does the future hold?
The ALUCA VIC committee would like to thank
everyone who has supported us in 2018. The
speakers who have made our sessions so
interesting, the venues who have made our events
so special and to you, for attending and
supporting our organisation – we hope you have
beneﬁted from our events as much as we have
enjoyed hosting them.
Finally, the end of year event was held on 29th of November at the Duke of Wellington in
Melbourne CBD to a sell-out crowd. Alexandre Andre talked about ﬁnding purpose and creating
IMPACT in your life. We hope that if you made it along you found the conversation inspirational.
We wish you a Fabulous New Year and trust we will see you all again soon.

Gail Jones
VIC SUB GROUP COMMITTEE

ALUCA WESTERN AUSTRALIA
I would like to start with wishing your WA ALUCA Committee and all local members a very Happy
New Year. I hope that you all managed to take some time off over the festive period, refreshed
the batteries and look forward to seeing you at our events in 2019.

Special thanks go to the current committee of Gary Pellant, Steve Colliver, Katherine Matterson,
Mark Birbeck and David Oliver. Without your help and support over the past 12 months we would
not have been able to put on another strong year of Seminars over in the West. THANK YOU!
Our ﬁnal event of the 2018 was held at Market Grounds in November (see attached photos). We
were joined by ALUCA CEO Amanda McKernon who reﬂected on the past 12 months and told us
of the exciting year ahead planned for ALUCA. This was our largest attended event for some time
and I thank you all for supporting our events throughout 2018.

Your committee has met and plans for 2019 are
underway. If there is any topic or area of interest
please contact myself or one of the committee
members, we would love to hear from you.
2019 is shaping up as follows: – (please keep an eye
out on the ALUCA Website for updates as Speakers
and topics are conﬁrmed)
WA Seminar Thursday 14 March 2019
WA Seminar Thursday 23 May 2019
Mini-ALUCA Thursday 22 August 2019
WA Seminar (End of Year Event) Thursday 28
November 2019
Thank you and looking forward to seeing you in 2019
Stephen Chapman
WA Chair

ALUCA NEW SOUTH WALES
Seasons Greetings from ALUCA NSW committee!

2018 was a great year with record seminar attendances and the trend continued with an excellent
end of year event. We wrapped up the year with an evening function at a great location – The
Museum of Contemporary Art.
The evening started with a traditional welcome to the original owners of the land – the Gadigal
people of the Eora nation from our ALUCA NSW committee chair Lisa- Marie McKechnie. LisaMarie then recapped the 2018 year and set the theme of the evening and for 2019 – resilience.
With the disruption happening in the industry, this was the perfect theme, followed by a brief
introduction to our key note speakers.
Jim Welsh – ALUCA Chair then joined the stage to thank the committees and members for the
ongoing support. Jim provided a quick recap of 2018 which involved signiﬁcant events like large
insurers mergers, introduction of new players and scrutiny from regulators. Jim introduced our
speaker Andrew Gill, Managing Director, Paciﬁc life Re.
For most of us in this industry, Andrew is no stranger and it takes only 30 seconds for the
audience to engage with his excellent insight and humour. Andrew impressed the importance of
how resilience and restoring trust is so important for our industry. His key messages were the
need to consistently do the right thing, appreciate the efforts the industry has made continue to

be curious and innovate. He left the stage with the audience thinking how the next 5-10 years are
going to reshape the industry.
NSW Committee member Stephen Connolly closed the event by thanking our speakers and Tonja
for organising a great event. Acknowledging the challenges faced by farmers, Stephen told the
audience how the hay bales used to decorate the event will be donated to the farmers. A small
but genuine gesture to our hard working farmers.
We had 130 attendees and members and found it a very relaxing and informative evening. We
were fortunate to have all the Sydney based ALUCA board members attend the event.
The ALUCA NSW committee thanks all our ALUCA members, the ALUCA Board and sub committee
members for all the support in 2018 and look forward to seeing you in 2019!
The ALUCA NSW committee will continue to bring great events to you and are excited about the
year ahead.

The ALUCA NSW committee thanks all our ALUCA members, the ALUCA Board and sub committee
members for all the support in 2018 and we wish you and your family a very safe and happy
Christmas.

Enjoy a relaxing break and we look forward to seeing you in 2019. The ALUCA NSW committee is
excited about the next year and we will continue to bring some great events in 2019.
It’s a wrap!
Ami Barua
Committee Member
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What’s hot and topical – Key themes from
ALUCA’s Medical Forum Leaders lunch &
dinner
Posted on December 28, 2018 by admin

ALUCA’s Medical Forum events were held in Sydney and Melbourne last month. Thank you to all
the CMO’s and ’Medical Consultants who attended and provided some rich insights into the
current challenges the industry is facing.

Themes from NSW Medical Forum discussion
Mental health – Issues with life insurance products covering subjective conditions, justifying
exclusions for disability in insurance products and the need to work with community on this.
Given the subjective nature of mental health conditions, and their assessment, there is a need to
focus on function e. how does the condition affect them in their lives and how they function
rather than how they feel which is more subjective.
Restoring trust – Need to re-build the trust with customers and treating doctors, especially
GP’s. They are mistrustful about how the information they provide to a life insurance company
might be used against their patients. A call out to Assessors is the need to provide support to

GP’s as many have lost conﬁdence in insurers post Royal Commission (RC) ﬁndings. CMO’s are
spending time providing reassurance about what claims and underwriting teams are doing.
Acknowledgement that CMO’s have an obligation to build trust and work to common goals.
Encouragement for CMO’s to engage more with their colleagues including treating doctors – and
a need to help Doctors to understand what CMO’s need (the focus should be on the patient’s
condition not life insurance)
Health records – the quality of many health records is poor, and perceived to be deteriorating.
This is likely due to many factors, including the pressures treating doctors are under, and
potential mistrust in the insurance (life and non-life) industry. The PJC enquiry and RC will likely
impact access to health records further. These factors are expected to have ﬂow on impact to
underwriting and claim assessments.
Staying informed – Rapid advances in medical research and technology change – and
ensuring Insurance Medicine advances with these developments. Onus on medical professionals
to keep up-to-date with these advances and information – i.e. latest heart attack deﬁnitions.
LICOP 2.0, Royal Commission, PJC enquiry into rehabilitation services – will impact all areas
of the life industry – again there is a need for individuals and organisations to remain up-to-date
and involved in progressing outputs.
Time pressures – Would like more time to be able to deliver quality work – but constant time
pressures impacts on this.
Drug & alcohol – increasing usage is seen as a hot topic. Legalisation of medicinal marijuana
and what will this mean?
Simpli cation & access to return to work (RTW) support – general feeling that there are too
many people involved in RTW – insurer-employer- broker- customer – lawyer- Rehab – the
customer can be lost in this process. Often customers need urgent access to treatment rather than
going through many channels/ layers. There is a need to simplify and provide clarity on processes
such as this (any many other processes in life insurance). Lastly, there is a degree of mistrust
about RTW language and so the focus is moving towards health support, wellness and recovery.
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The Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services
Industry was established on 14 December 2017 by the Governor-General of the Commonwealth of
Australia, His Excellency General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd).
Round 6 of the hearings focused on insurance and this included Life Insurance. Some of this focus
has been particularly relevant to underwriting and claims. ALUCA believes that it would be
helpful to produce a document analysing some of the issues to inform members.
An ALUCA Working Party will be tasked to produce a summary document speciﬁcally of the Life
Insurance underwriting and claims implications from the Royal Commission for approval by the
ALUCA Board and ultimately for circulation to the membership.
The Royal Commission is due to deliver its ﬁnal report to the Governor-General by 1 February
2019. Assuming this date does not change, then the working party will endeavour to deliver its
report to the ALUCA Board by 1 March 2019. Therefore, the majority of the Working Party’s efforts
will be concentrated into the month of February 2019. Some earlier reading of Royal Commission
background papers, policy questions & press reports will be required.

Tony O’Leary, Life Member of ALUCA, will chair the Working Party which will consist of 6-8 ALUCA
members and it is hoped that there will be representation from both underwriting and claims.
The Working Party will endeavour to conduct the majority of its meetings electronically utilising
teleconferences and email circulation of documents.
An email was sent out to all members early in December seeking volunteers interested in
participating in the group with the cut off being 31 December 2018. We’re delighted to report
that very strong interest was shown and Tony is now in the process of working through those
applications to select the group. Thanks to all of you for your interest and support. Further
updates will be posted in the next ReB.
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ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Awards –
Nominations are now OPEN!!

Become an ALUCA accredited member –
Certi ed Professional Life Insurance, CPLI
Posted on January 9, 2019 by admin

Make 2019 the year you gain recognition for your educational quali cations and years of Life
Insurance experience speci c to Claims, Rehabilitation or Underwriting by becoming
professionally accredited with ALUCA as a Certi ed Professional Life Insurance – CPLI.

How to become accredited as an ALUCA Certi ed Professional
Life Insurance?
To qualify for ALUCA’s professional accreditation: The Certiﬁed Professional Life Insurance (CPLI)
program you will need to provide proof of educational qualiﬁcations in addition to the years and
capabilities gained working in the life insurance industry speciﬁc to the accredited level you are
applying for this starts from an Afﬁliate and goes up to an Associate, Associate Fellow and
Fellow in either underwriting claims or rehabilitation areas.
As an example if you have undertaken a relevant and recognised medical terminology course plus
have gained a minimum of 2-4 years in Life insurance you can apply to become an accredited

ALUCA Afﬁliate member.

ALUCA’s Continuous Professional Development (CPD) Requirements; 35 CPD points
annually
Once an accreditation level has been achieved it is a pre-requisite that ALUCA accredited
members maintain annual CPD points to demonstrate commitment to their ongoing continuous
professional development and to maintain their ALUCA accreditation.
An ALUCA CPLI panel of cross industry representatives meet quarterly to assess each application
– and undertake random CPD audits annually.
So what are you waiting for? Apply now and demonstrate your commitment to your industry and
profession. The below CPLI FAQ has been designed to answer key questions that you may have.

Frequently Asked Questions ( FAQ’s)
Q1. How do I become an ALUCA accredited CPLI (Certi ed Professional – Life Insurance
) member?
You need to have gained educational qualiﬁcations that will position you at a higher level of
membership in addition to the number of years and experience you have gained in Life
Insurance. These also tie into the different levels and competencies of the ALUCA competency
framework which is set out in the table below.
Accredited Level

Education Points Years in Life
Insurance

Competency Framework

Afﬁliate CPLI

1-3

2-4

Level 1 – 2: Core

Associate CPLI

4-7

5-9

Level 2 – 3: Core to Advanced

Associate Fellow
CPLI

8+

10+

Level 3 – 4: Advanced to Expert

Fellow CPLI

8+ paper

15+

Level 4: Expert

Q2. I have general /marine insurance /TPD experience, does this count?
No – this accreditation is very speciﬁc to Life Insurance only. Even though you may have
educational qualiﬁcations that put you at a high level of membership – the number of years and
experience you have gained in Life Insurance is just as important, so you will need to start at the

membership and accreditation level speciﬁc to your years of experience spent working as a
professional in Life Insurance only and your CPD only relates to Life Insurance.

Q3. I am a Rehabilitation/Medical professional and have worked in workers comp/
hospitals/clinical practise for many years can I claim this?
No – this accreditation is very speciﬁc to Life Insurance only. Even though you may have
educational qualiﬁcations that put you at a high level of membership – the number of years and
experience you have gained in Life Insurance is equally as important, it is for this reason that
you will need to start at the membership and accreditation level speciﬁc to your years of
experience working as a Rehabilitation or Medical professional in Life Insurance only.

Q4 I have many years experience in Life Insurance but do not have educational
quali cations can I become accredited?
There are a couple of options. Firstly you may be able to gain an educational qualiﬁcation in life
insurance via recognised prior learning (RPL). ANZIIF and other institutions provide this
opportunity via their Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) process where they will evaluate what
you have learned either formally or informally and potentially provide a credit to a full or part
qualiﬁcation. The next option is to look at undertaking some formal educational qualiﬁcations.
We have some suggested courses that you may want to consider on ALUCA’s website under
careers/continuing-education/. We are also looking at how we broaden the reach of the
accreditation program and revisit an examination that ALUCA used to provide.

Q5. Does ALUCA provide an online recording tool for my CPD?
Yes. We provide a free, simple-to-use online recording tool which you may use to record your
hours-based CPD. This is a self service tool that can be accessed via ALUCA’s website in the
Members centre only and is speciﬁc to your membership: aluca.com/members-area/. You will
need to enter details of all CPD undertaken, including that completed through ALUCA, as this is
not automatically recorded. We are working on including functionality that will automatically
record details of your attendance at any ALUCA event and will communicate details once that
happens.

Q6. What are ALUCA’s continuous professional development (CPD) requirements?
All ALUCA accredited CPLI members will need to complete a minimum of 35 hours’ compulsory
CPD in a 12 month period . However 35 hours is only the minimum required by ALUCA; in practice,
the ﬁgure required may exceed this, as the actual requirement will be determined by an
individual’s development needs in any 12-month period and will also be a discussion that the
member needs to have with their organisation. It is important to note that this CPD requirement
is not generally an additional requirement to development activity ordinarily undertaken in the
course of an individual’s employment, but incorporates this.

Q7. How was the gure of 35 hours CPD obtained?
In common with other professional bodies such as the Chartered Insurance Institute in the UK,
the requirement for 35 hours or more of CPD is common. It is also important to set a minimum
number of hours of CPD per year as a benchmark for accredited members. ALUCA’s CPLI
accreditation is an indication to the public that accredited members keep their professional
knowledge current. During the course of any 12-month period, we encourage members to carry
out a variety of CPD activities to help them keep their knowledge up-to-date. There is no
maximum to the amount of CPD the member can carry out.

Q8. How to develop a CPD plan?
It is intended that all CPD activity should address an individual’s professional development needs.
It is up to the individual member to determine what their learning and development needs are
which should be addressed via their continuous professional development. Members can then:
Plan activities to address their learning and development needs ( you may want to refer to
ALUCA’s high level competency framework which sets out key competencies for different career
stages)
Carry out activities to meet these needs
Record the time spent for each activity and maintaining a veriﬁable audit trail of these
activities
A statement of the objectives achieved (i.e. answering questions like: “How this activity
beneﬁtted me professionally?”) and including information about what you learnt.

Q9. How do I calculate the amount of CPD hours spent on an activity?
You should only count the actual time spent on the learning activity, e.g. if you attend a
conference you should count only that time spent in activity that addresses identiﬁed
development needs. You should always exclude the time taken for tea/coffee breaks and lunch.

Q10. Do I still have to complete the full 35-hour CPD requirement if I work part-time?
Yes. The requirement to maintain your knowledge and, in turn, your competence to undertake
your role requires the completion of a minimum of 35 hours CPD, regardless of the total number
of hours you work.

Q11. If I take a career break (e.g. maternity leave or long-term sickness), do I still have
to complete the 35-hour requirement?
The CPD requirements will be suspended for the duration of your career break. If your CPD record
is selected for validation purposes, we will ask you to provide evidence conﬁrming your break in
work.

Q12. I am an accredited member with CII and ANZIIF – do I still need to submit an
ALUCA CPD dairy?
If you are a current accredited member with CII or ANZIIF and complete their CPD requirements
you may submit those diaries if you are audited by ALUCA instead of an ALUCA one – however
this must be speciﬁc to Life insurance not general insurance.

Q13. When should I start creating a CPD log?
The requirement for undertaking CPD and keeping a record starts when a member becomes
accredited ( however we encourage all members to record their CPD for their own records and
career goals) – this will be pro-rated for that calendar year. For all existing accredited members
it is for each full calendar year starting from 1 January each year. However, we recognise that the
timing of members’ annual CPD programmes may reﬂect other factors, such as the annual
performance reviews or the CPD requirements of other professional bodies to which they belong.
In these circumstances we may, at our discretion, recognise any such requirements.

Q14. Do I need to submit my CPD points to ALUCA automatically at the end of a 12month period?
No. You only need to submit your record if ALUCA requests to see it. We will randomly sample a
selection of members’ records each year to check these have been fully and correctly completed.

Q15. If my CPD record is selected for review by ALUCA what will I need to provide?
You will need to provide your CPD record showing:
1. the CPD activities you have undertaken in a 12 month period
2. the points you have gained
3. a statement/reﬂection of the objectives achieved against each activity.
It is recommended that you keep any evidence of the activity you have completed, for example, a
certiﬁcate of attendance, as we may ask to see this if your record is selected for review. This can
all be done via ALUCA’s website in the Member’s section where you can complete and record your
CPD diary.

Q16. How do I know what development activity I should carry out?
Responsibility lies with each member individually as only they will know what development
activity is required. In most cases, this will be agreed in conjunction with your employer, who will
decide or advise what is relevant for your role and personal circumstances. ALUCA provides
guidance for members via such services as the ALUCA Competency Framework which can be
found in the members centre of the website.

Q17. If I am selected to submit my CPD record, which 12-month period do I need to
provide?
You should supply your most recent annual record of CPD activity. For example, if we ask you to
provide us with your record in January 2019 you need to supply your most recent completed plan
for the period 01 January 2018 to 31 December 2018. Typically, where there is a gap of greater
than one month since your last record was completed, we may also ask you to provide some more
recent evidence of your CPD activity.

Q18. Does the online recording tool automatically record my attendance at ALUCA
events?
No, not at present. We are investigating different options that would cater for this requirement
and will communicate details once a decision has been reached.

Q19. What is the list of suitable CPD activities?
The list of suitable CPD activities is constantly being reﬁned and updated to reﬂect evolving
development activity. For the most current listing of suitable CPD activities please go to
aluca.com

Q20. What is the list of educational points for accredited membership?
The list of suitable courses and activities is constantly being reﬁned and updated to reﬂect
evolving development activity. The most current list is provided below and is also on ALUCA’s
website aluca.com
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Employability Assessment in Total and
Permanent Disability Insurance Claims PhD
– Thesis summary by Margaret Elizabeth
Black
Posted on January 8, 2019 by admin

Claims professionals rely on employability assessment to help decide total and permanent
disability (TPD) life insurance claims. TPD insurance is set in a unique multi-billion-dollar market
and is available to all working Australians, usually through their superannuation. The TPD stakes
are high and claiming a predetermined lump sum amount in a win/lose decision is challenging
from the outset. Employability assessment emerged as a new vocational assessment model in the
mid-2000s and was developed by rehabilitation counsellors to accommodate TPD policy and
legal requirements. Employability assessment within the TPD context has not been empirically
evaluated despite growing legal scrutiny. The aim of this thesis, therefore, was to contribute
formative knowledge about this burgeoning area of Australian disability insurance from claimant,
rehabilitation advisor, and claims professional perspectives. Five exploratory studies examined
speci c research questions using a multiphase mixed methods design.

Study 1 was a scoping review of literature related to forensic employability or vocational
assessment and to life insurance TPD claims or claimants. Thirty-four items were eligible for
inclusion in the study and they comprised three domains: (1) forensic vocational assessment, (2)
TPD in superannuation insurance, and (3) legal aspects of the second limb of TPD policy. Only one
item pertained directly to employability assessment and TPD. The ﬁndings indicated that the new
employability assessment model and forensic vocational assessment were similar in origin,
purpose, and methodology, although employability assessment lacked psychosocial components
commonplace in other forensic models. Australian TPD in superannuation has grown
exponentially in recent years in response to consumer and market forces. In the ﬁnal domain,
legal interpretation of vocational areas within the second TPD policy limb, such as retraining,
type of work, date of assessment, and realistic assessment of work options, were shown to inform
employability assessment practice.
Study 2 sought claimants’ perspectives of the TPD process. Analysis of data from in-depth
interviews of 12 claimants whose TPD superannuation claims had been ﬁnalised, found that they
lacked information about having a claim and claiming TPD. Nearly all interviewees reported that
the process was unclear and complicated, which caused them anxiety and frustration.
Communication was often ineffective and frustrating at a highly stressful time of disablement;
the complex and lengthy TPD process undermined their health and wellbeing. Three-quarters of
interviewees wanted to return to some form of work but were uncertain how to proceed.
Interviewees described unexpected consequences following their lump sum payouts and all
contributed suggestions for system improvement.
Study 3 explored the views of 10 employability assessment experts in a qualitative focus group
discussion. They were rehabilitation advisors employed by national insurance companies whose
primary responsibility was management of employability assessment within the TPD claims
setting. Findings from this focus group conﬁrmed the forensic underpinnings of this model, the
need for independent training and accreditation of employability assessment providers and called
for realistic information about a claimant’s work potential.
Study 4 applied a novel adaptation of the Delphi process to generate 21 survey items for
inclusion in the ﬁnal study (Study 5). The rehabilitation advisor experts from Study 3 participated
in a three-round Delphi, the last two rounds of which were real-time and in-person. This adapted
Delphi process was anonymous and was completed in four weeks with 100% response rate and
75% consensus on items to be included in the survey.
Study 5 was an inaugural nation-wide survey on the view of life insurance claims professionals on
employability assessment. Survey respondents were claims assessors and technical advisors (N =
104) representing approximately half of all insurance professionals making TPD claims decisions.
Respondents found that employability assessment was extremely important in enabling a clear
picture of a claimant’s work potential and in deciding the claim. Transferable skills analysis,
objective rationale for job options identiﬁed, and labour market analysis with employer contact

were deemed essential components of an employability assessment. Rehabilitation counsellors
were regarded as best qualiﬁed to conduct these assessments by 56% of respondents.
The ﬁve studies provide new information about employability assessment as part of the TPD
claims decision-making process. Providers who conduct employability assessment should have
independent training and credentials in forensic vocational assessment; provider qualiﬁcations
are inherent to core competencies of the rehabilitation counselling profession. Studies focused on
employability assessment expose a tension between lack of psychosocial information about the
claimant and consistent calls for “real life” evaluations of a claimant’s situation. The claimants
who were interviewed wanted to be treated as real people and their claim experience to be
informative and supportive.
An inevitable outcome of establishing a new body of knowledge is recommendations for further
research. The ﬁndings call for research in employability assessment methodology to validate
omission of psychosocial components. Collaborative research between the legal and
rehabilitation sectors would deepen knowledge of the second TPD policy limb and its impact on
employability assessment practice. Recent changes to TPD policy, rehabilitation, and claims
management practice indicate that updated data on claims professionals and claimant
perspectives would provide current and comparative insights.
The need for independently delivered and standardised forensic training, and formal
accreditation of TPD employability assessment providers is identiﬁed in several studies.
Information gained from this thesis provides scope for forensic practitioners to further reﬁne
employability assessment into an objective evidence-based methodology that contributes to just
and fair TPD decisions.
See Margaret’s complete 266 page PhD Thesis here

Margaret Elizabeth Black
Margaret has worked as a rehabilitation advisor within life
claims since 2000. She was a founding member of the Life
Rehab Forum, which is now incorporated into the ALUCA
rehabilitation subgroup. Margaret’s passion for TPD and the
assessment of employability was clear as the inaugural
winner of the ALUCA research award in 2007 and throughout her work as a TPD employability
assessor, trainer, and presenter. Accepted as a full-time researcher into employability assessment
in TPD, Margaret was granted a Commonwealth Postgraduate Award in early 2015 and studied
full-time at the University of Sydney. Three international academics examined her doctoral thesis
and in September 2018 she was awarded her PhD, to be conferred in April next year. A keynote
presenter at the American Board of Vocational Experts conference in Savannah, Georgia in 2017,
Margaret is a fellow of the Australian Society of Rehabilitation Counsellors, afﬁliated with
rehabilitation counselling and forensic rehabilitation organisations in Australia and USA.

ALUCA’s Life Insurance Competency
Framework
Posted on December 28, 2018 by admin

The last few years have brought many changes to the Australian Life Insurance market with
increased regulator and consumer expectations. As this new order becomes clearer, Life Insurance
businesses must continue to adapt their strategies, and increase their capabilities and
professionalism. As an industry it is important that we all work together to increase the
professionalism, ethics and standards of the industry.
ALUCA recognised the critical need for the life insurance industry to proactively and very clearly
demonstrate greater professionalism and transparency via an industry led, high level, best
practice Life Insurance capabilities framework that was required to:
Clearly articulate the competencies that are required to perform professionally in
Underwriting, Claims and Rehabilitation roles.
Be an externally benchmarked tool that would deﬁne the minimum level of competence for a
variety of roles.
Provide a mechanism that would demonstrate compliance with these competencies (the
competency framework is now the anchor for ALUCA’s refreshed accreditation and CPD program).

A cross-industry working party was brought together in August 2016 to produce a clear, high
level industry capabilities framework to enhance the professionalism, ethics and community
standing of those working in this sector that could also serve to satisfy any regulatory
requirements. Many companies and industry bodies provided their input including the FSC and
Actuaries Institute.
The ALUCA Life Insurance competency framework was launched in November 2017. It is being
used by a number of Life Insurance and reinsurance companies in Australia to ﬁt their own job
roles framework and competency frameworks speciﬁc to their own Underwriting, Claims and
Rehabilitation operations in the market.
However it is important for this framework to be regularly reviewed and updated. ALUCA’s Board
have approved ongoing work in this regard to be led by ALUCA life member, Tony O’Leary, to
ensure it remains up to date and relevant (along with the CPLI program) and will include any
changes that are relevant to it coming out from the Royal Commission report.
For a full copy of the ALUCA Life Insurance competency framework head to ALUCA’s website and
login to the members centre. You will need your email that you signed up to ALUCA with and
your password or you can simply reset your password.
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2020 ALUCA Biennial Conference: October 2020, Gold Coast, Queensland
The 2020 biennial conference will be held on the Gold Coast in Queensland in October 2020.
ALUCA is now forming a new conference committee who will shortly announce the theme and
venue for this ﬂagship event. Stay tuned. For any sponsorship conference enquiries please email
ceo@aluca.com. A new conference email will be set up shortly.

Presentations Now AVAILABLE – 2018 ALUCA Biennial Conference: Oct 11th – 13th,
Hobart, Tasmania
For those of you who attended ALUCA’s hugely successful 2018 ‘Innov18-Life Changing’ ALUCA
national conference in Tasmania at the Hotel Grand Chancellor, Hobart the conference
presentations are now available in the Members Centre of ALUCA’s website. Enjoy!

ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Awards –
Nominations are now OPEN!!
Posted on December 28, 2018 by admin

We are excited to announce that nominations are now open for the 2019 ALUCA Life Insurance
Excellence Awards.
ALUCA members, regardless of country of residence, are invited to either nominate themselves or
another member, or their team if they have achieved great work in any, or all, of the 10 award
categories.
To enter, you must provide responses addressing each of the award criteria for the award category
being entered on an ofﬁcial ALUCA awards application form (max 1,250 words). All nominations
to be sent to: E: secretariatofﬁcer@aluca.com

Award Judges
The judging panel consists of key cross industry leaders and senior industry professionals who
will judge each nomination against the category criteria.

Awards Night
All ﬁnalists and winners will be announced at ALUCA’s Awards night being held in the Grand
Ballroom at The Arts Centre in Melbourne on Wednesday May 22nd

AWARD Categories, Criteria & Prizes
For the full entry requirements, awards criteria, prizes and categories download the awards
brochure and application form on ALUCA’s website under awards.

New Award Category – Hero Award
In addition to the 10 categories that were available last year we have added an additional one
the ALUCA Hero Award for an ALUCA Volunteer of The Year. As a not for proﬁt member industry
body we would not be able to deliver what we do without the 100 or so volunteers we have
around Australia who tirelessly provide and donate valuable hours every week to ALUCA. We felt
it was very important to recognise these unsung heroes. They are to be congratulated for all that
they do for ALUCA and the industry. They are our heroes.

ALUCA Award Alumni
We will be providing interviews and tips from ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence award winners in
the next edition of ReB – stay tuned. In this edition please read the interview with the Life
Insurance Leadership Excellence Award winner – Tina Beilby.

ALUCA Life Insurance Excellence Award
Winner – Leader of the Year: Tina Beilby,
Chief Underwriter, Zurich
Posted on January 13, 2019 by admin

We are excited to announce that ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Award nominations are now
open. There is a category for everyone – whether you enter as a team, or an individual – are a
life insurer, reinsurer or a service provider to the life insurance industry. In addition this year we
have also included the “Hero” award for one of our many deserving ALUCA volunteers.

2018 ALUCA Life Insurance Excellence Award Winners
We have been looking at how we can tap into the wonderful network of ALUCA Life Insurance
Excellence Award winners or the Triple A’s as we are calling them ALUCA Award Alumni Winners.
First up we would like to proﬁle each of the winners in this edition and our next ReB edition and
are looking at some follow up activities to involve them more.

ALUCA Life Insurance Excellence Award Winner – Leader of the
Year: Tina Beilby, Chief Underwriter, Zurich
A day in the life of Tina Beilby starts with a very early morning walk along the bay watching the
spectacular sunrise and cruise ships coming into the port. Work then begins with emails on the
tram, plane or whatever’s going that day before attending to meetings or phone calls ranging
from underwriting operations, sales, technical signoffs or ‘peopling’ stuff – anything goes! The
excitement of the unknown keeps me on my toes and it’s a miracle if I ever get through my to-do
list – yes I still attempt one each day. I must admit though, the diversity of my role and the
people I interact with day to day is what I love the most.
How and why did you get into a career in Life Insurance. Honestly, it was purely driven as a
teenager wanting my ﬁnancial independence to earn my keep and fund my adventures! My sister
was working for National Mutual at the time and arranged an interview with her boss. I worked
in new business, calculations, corporate super and even worked in the disability department –
yep, they had their own department back then! Underwriting was something that fascinated me
which I experimented with for a while but didn’t think there was any future in it for an Adelaide
girl (if only I knew!) so I gave it up to work in the sales team at Prudential before getting back
into the underwriting world. The rest is history as they say!
What makes my job interesting…the diversity, the people and the constant learning and
development. Every day is a school day and I love to learn and experience new things.
My role’s greatest challenge… is managing multiple priorities in a world where the most valuable
currency is speed!
What excites me the most about working at Zurich…the opportunities to be involved in global
projects or work overseas as well as the local opportunities in a constantly evolving business.
Four words to describe me.. driven, committed, focused and fun
Who has been the biggest in uence on my career and why…Andrew McPherson who inspired me
to get back into underwriting after seeing the massive value he added to the business. Lindy Rule
who took a chance on me many years ago in little ol’ Adelaide town, John Leonard for realizing
my ambition of working interstate and Peter Tilocca – my mentor throughout my career in
underwriting, reinsurance and leadership and still my mentor today.
And last but not least, my husband who always believes in me even when I don’t believe in
myself.

The most valuable skill an underwriter can possess is…being open-mined and creative. Anyone
can stamp a ‘book’ decision on a case but the real value in an underwriter is someone who
understands how pricing, underwriting & claims experience all correlate and utilizes this unique
skill set to ﬁnd solutions a URE or guideline can’t. Of course communication is key and it goes
without saying that being approachable and easy to communicate with will go a long way to the
value you add. All of this is the reason many adviser surveys rate underwriting so highly as a key
driver of overall satisfaction.
My best advice for young underwriters or claims and rehab managers…Firstly always put yourself
in the customer or advisers shoes – they don’t know what we know so it’s our responsibility to
demystify the insurance lingo into something real for them and make the insurance journey as
painless as possible for them.
Secondly, never pass up the opportunity to attend any training offered by your employer. I’ve had
the privilege of attending many internal and external courses which have taught me so much
about myself as a person, a peer and a leader. And lastly, invest in your own development – we’re
very fortunate to be working in an industry that values continuous learning but don’t always rely
on your employer to provide this. Read books or blogs, listen to podcasts, join associations like
Toastmasters or Business Chicks to network with interesting people and learn different
perspectives outside the industry we work in. You’ll be surprised at how many light bulb
moments you have when you mix in different circles.
What made you want to enter ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Awards? We submitted many
nominations across the different categories because we’re so proud of being part of such an
amazing team with amazing individuals in it – this in itself deserves celebrating! The leadership
award was a very pleasant surprise for me.
What did winning ALUCA’s Life Insurance Excellence Leadership award mean to you as a leader? I
felt so honoured to be nominated by my team I ﬁgured I must be doing something right – I can’t
think of a prouder moment in my career. And being recognised by industry peers was just
awesome! I highly recommend it!
A parting word of advice or tips to ALUCA members looking at entering ALUCA’s Life Insurance
Excellence Awards? We’re quite a modest bunch of technical professionals and often don’t
recognize the massive contribution we make to peoples lives every day so don’t take for granted
the difference you and your peers make and nominate away!

